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Meeting spaces received modern touches and additional natural light. The previous Velvet Room dining area on the first level has been
transformed into an event and meeting space. New lighting was added along with A/V equipment, making the room versatile for a multitude of
programs. The redwood paneling remains while drapery was removed, exposing new walls in a light neutral color. Blackout shades were added to
provide the correct light levels for screen presentations. The meeting rooms on the Mezzanine Level remain the same size but received all new
lighting and ceilings. Cut-outs to the lobby below help engage the space with the rest of the hotel and provide even more light. The Fraser Event
Space has a large conference table that can seat twenty-six. Meeting organizers have the option of dimming the room with motorized shades
hidden in the ceiling when not taking advantage of the abundant natural light. The pre-function areas have finishes similar to the lobby, forming a
bridge between the two spaces and encouraging mingling. Sonesta is committed to providing a safe and secure environment for our guests,
visitors and employees. Working with our primary partner, Ecolab, we have created Stay Safe with Sonesta--a program that exceeds all CDC,
WHO, and governmental requirements and recommendations. https://www.sonesta.com/staysafe 

Room Reception Banquet Theater Classroom Conference U-Shape Sq feet Dim

Applegarth 200 150 180 90 40 30 1,945 57/36

Boardroom - - - - 8 - 213 x8'10"x

Calder 125 110 140 72 36 - 1,288 x11'6"x

Calder and Moore 150 140 160 108 36 - 1,889 x11'6"x

Deluxe Suite 15 8 - - 8 - 925 x9'2"x

Fraser - - - - 22 - 780 17.5/17

Maybeck 75 60 60 25 28 - 950 x11'6"x

Moore 50 40 40 24 24 - 624 x11'6"x

Private Apartment 35 30 40 20 20 - 1,112 x8'8"x

Redwood Room 150 - - - - - 1,936 60/32

Spanish Suite with
East and West
Terrace

144 93 49 40 24 - 2,373 34/22

Total meeting
space - - - - - - 12,500
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